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Solama Abstract 

Welcome to Solama, the cryptocurrency that takes meme coins to the 

next level! We're not just another crypto; we're a vibrant community 

embracing humor, creativity, and, of course, memes. Our vision goes 

beyond the virtual world as we aim to give Solama a tangible identity 

through branding and merchandise. This isn't just about a meme; it's 

about creating a unique, recognizable brand that extends beyond the 

crypto space. 

 

Solama doesn't stop at being entertaining; we're committed to 

providing real utility. We believe in giving back to our dedicated 

community. That's why we're committing to distribute a whopping 20% 

of our merchandise profits back into the project to distribute to our 

loyal token holders for supporting our growth, innovation, and 

commitment to excellence. 

 

Join us in the journey of turning memes into a lifestyle, creating a 

community-driven brand with a purpose. Solama isn't just a coin; it's a 

movement. Let's laugh, create, and profit together!  
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INTRODUCTION TO SOLAMA 
The Solana Meme Revolution 

Welcome to the vibrant world of Solama, where memes meet utility in the dynamic 

realm of cryptocurrency. As the crypto space evolves, we recognize the power of 

laughter and community in shaping the narrative. Solama emerges not just as a meme 

coin but as a movement, a mascot for the thriving Solana ecosystem. 

Inspiration Strikes: 

The inception of Solama arose from the belief that memes aren't just for amusement 

but can be a driving force in the crypto landscape. We envisioned a coin that not only 

tickles your funny bone but also brings tangible value to its community. In the spirit of 

innovation, we decided to transform Solama into more than just a digital asset – it's a 

brand, a lifestyle, and a source of pride for its holders. 

Unique Selling Points: 

What sets Solama apart? We're not just riding the meme wave; we're making waves of 

our own. Solama's uniqueness lies in its commitment to transcend the virtual world. By 

creating branded products, we're turning Solama into a tangible, recognizable brand that 

extends beyond the crypto sphere. Our dedication to providing utility through real-world 

merchandise is what makes Solama a standout player in the meme coin universe. 

Mission Statement: 

Solama's mission is clear: to be the spirited mascot of Solana. As Solana continues to 

make waves in the blockchain world, Solama is here to amplify the excitement. We aim 

to embody the ethos of Solana, bringing laughter and a sense of community to the 

forefront. 

Branding with Purpose: 

But we're not stopping there. Solama's journey goes beyond memes and merchandise. 

With a bold commitment, we pledge to redistribute 20% of the profits generated from 

our branded products. This isn't just about financial gains; it's about giving back to the 

community that propels Solama forward.  
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Vision Statement: Solama – Leading the Meme Token Revolution 

At Solama, our vision is clear: to become the foremost meme token, a dynamic 

community where humor meets utility. We're not just a coin; we're a lifestyle, 

transforming memes into a recognizable brand with real-world impact. Serving as 

Solana's spirited mascot, we amplify the excitement of the Solana ecosystem, 

turning every transaction into a celebration. 

Our commitment extends beyond virtual laughs; Solama aims to have the highest 

market cap among meme coins. Through vibrant branding and Solama-themed 

merchandise, we're creating a movement where joy and community growth go 

hand in hand. With 20% of profits from our products redistributed, we're 

redefining the meme token space. Join us on this exhilarating journey as we lead 

the meme token revolution and stand as the cherished mascot of Solana! 
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Unlocking Success: Solama's Persuasive Tokenomics 

Welcome to the revolutionary world of Solama, where our tokenomics isn't just a 

set of numbers; it's the blueprint for success. With a strategic allocation of 

690,420,000 and now 676,602,254 due to a 2% token burn of developer holdings, 

we've meticulously designed our ecosystem for optimal growth and community 

benefit. The supply can never increase and can only decrease, the contracted is 

renounced and the liquidity is burned.  

Scarcity and Demand: 

Limited token supply ensures scarcity, driving demand and elevating Solama's 

value. The intentional number, 676,602,254, isn't just a figure; it's a calculated 

decision to strike the perfect balance between accessibility and scarcity. As we 

witness increased demand, holders stand to benefit from the inherent value 

appreciation. 

Burnt Liquidity, Enhanced Stability: 

Our commitment to stability is unwavering. By burning liquidity, we eliminate the 

risk associated with excess tokens, creating a more secure environment for our 

community. This strategic move bolsters confidence among investors, showcasing 

our dedication to long-term sustainability. 

Decentralization: 

To fortify Solama's commitment to decentralization, we've renounced the 

contract. This ensures that no central authority can alter the protocol, providing 

our community with autonomy and trust. Decentralization isn't just a principle for 

us; it's a core aspect of our mission to empower every Solama holder. 

Community Empowerment: 

By embracing these tokenomics principles, Solama places the power back into the 

hands of the community. With burnt liquidity and a renounced contract, Solama 

holders are not just participants; they are co-creators of the project's success. 

Every transaction becomes a testament to the strength of our community and the 

viability of our project. 
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Accessing Solama: Navigating the Crypto Landscape 

 

As of the writing of this white paper, obtaining Solama involves 

navigating the Solana blockchain with compatible wallets. One 

prominent choice is the Phantom Wallet (https://phantom.app/), 

offering a seamless and secure experience for Solama transactions. 

Phantom provides Solama holders with an intuitive interface, 

empowering them to manage and engage with their tokens effortlessly. 

 

For decentralized exchanges, Solama is currently available on platforms 

like Raydium (https://raydium.io/) and Jupiter Decentralized Exchange 

(https://jup.ag/). These exchanges leverage the decentralized nature of 

blockchain technology, providing users with a trustless environment for 

trading Solama tokens. Raydium and Jupiter Decentralized Exchange 

offer liquidity and accessibility, allowing Solama enthusiasts to 

participate in the vibrant crypto market. 

 

As the Solama ecosystem evolves, we remain committed to exploring 

additional avenues for accessibility, ensuring that users have a variety of 

options to acquire and engage with Solama tokens. Stay tuned for 

updates as we continue to expand Solama's presence across the crypto 

landscape. Your journey with Solama begins with seamless access and 

user-friendly experiences, setting the stage for a vibrant community and 

thriving ecosystem. 
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Connect with Solama Across Platforms 
Engaging with Solama goes beyond the blockchain; it's a journey that extends 

across various social media platforms, ensuring our community stays informed 

and connected. While you can find us on platforms like Facebook, Instagram, 

Reddit, TikTok, YouTube, and Twitter, our central hub for information and 

community interaction is on Telegram. 

 

Telegram: The Heart of Solama  

Join our Telegram community for real-time updates, discussions, and a direct line 

to the Solama team. From project announcements to community-driven 

conversations, Telegram serves as the main hub for information distribution, 

making it the go-to platform for our community. Admin work, Q&A sessions, and 

lively discussions unfold in this dynamic space, fostering a sense of unity among 

Solama enthusiasts. 

 

Stay Connected Across Platforms  

While Telegram is our beating heart, our presence on other platforms ensures you 

can connect with Solama in a way that suits you best. Follow us on Facebook for 

project highlights, check out Instagram for visual updates, join the conversation on 

Reddit, enjoy short-form content on TikTok, explore our video content on 

YouTube, and stay in the loop with real-time updates on Twitter. 

 

Solama is more than a token; it's a community-driven movement. Join us across 

platforms, share your insights, and be part of the journey as we redefine the 

meme token landscape. The Solama community is not just online; it's a network of 

like-minded individuals sharing laughter, insights, and the excitement of the 

crypto space.  

  

https://www.facebook.com/SolamaSPL
https://www.instagram.com/solamaspl/?fbclid=IwAR0PWtsZKMAmC4IM-avpiuxyHrQKEr-mzoMenkaR4zKqcJkLEM25mD6GZyA
https://www.reddit.com/r/SOLAMA/?rdt=50359
https://www.tiktok.com/@solamaspl
https://www.youtube.com/@SolamaSPL
https://twitter.com/SolamaSPL
https://t.me/SolamaSPL
https://www.facebook.com/SolamaSPL
https://www.instagram.com/solamaspl/?fbclid=IwAR0PWtsZKMAmC4IM-avpiuxyHrQKEr-mzoMenkaR4zKqcJkLEM25mD6GZyA
https://www.reddit.com/r/SOLAMA/?rdt=50359
https://www.tiktok.com/@solamaspl
https://www.youtube.com/@SolamaSPL
https://twitter.com/SolamaSPL
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Meet the Visionary Behind Solama: A Journey to Financial Freedom 

 

Behind the innovative spirit of 

Solama stands a visionary 

developer, Badr Houdoe. His 

journey is a testament to 

resilience, ambition, and the 

pursuit of financial freedom. At 

one point, Badr explored the 

world of kickboxing, 

demonstrating his determination 

in the ring. However, the reality 

of insufficient financial returns 

prompted a crucial decision to 

seek a path that aligned with his 

goals. The cryptocurrency realm 

became Badr's new arena, driven 

by the desire for financial 

independence. His initial forays 

were marked by both triumphs and setbacks, experiencing the volatile nature of crypto 

markets. Undeterred by challenges, he persevered through losses, learning valuable 

lessons that shaped his approach.Badr's breakthrough came when he committed 

wholeheartedly to a project that aligned with his vision. Going all in, he navigated the 

risks with calculated strategy and determination. The result was a turning point that 

brought him closer to achieving his goal of near financial freedom. Through Badr's 

experiences, Solama isn't just a project; it's a manifestation of lessons learned, risks 

taken, and the unwavering pursuit of financial sovereignty. His story underscores the 

ethos of Solama, a project rooted in the resilience and triumphs of its founder. 

Follow Badr's journey and Solama's development on Twitter @Badr_Houdoe. Join us as 

we continue this journey together, driven by the passion and commitment of our 

visionary developer. 

  

https://twitter.com/Badr_Houdoe
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Solama Branding and Merchandise: Beyond Basics to Boundless 

Solama's journey extends beyond the digital realm into tangible experiences with 

our unique merchandise. We are set to revolutionize the way our community 

engages with the brand, starting with the essentials and expanding into uncharted 

territories. Our initial offerings will include classic merchandise like clothing, 

paving the way for an expansive horizon that knows no bounds. 

Diversifying Product Range: 

From stylish wearables to everyday items, Solama's merchandise line is destined 

to transcend expectations. Picture sipping your favorite beverage from a Solama 

mug or protecting your devices with our signature phone cases. The possibilities 

are as limitless as our collective imagination. Who knows, Solama-branded 

chocolates might even sweeten the deal! 

Evolution of Giving Back: 

Our promise doesn't end there. Solama envisions an evolving commitment to our 

community. While we start with a 20% profit distribution, it is not a ceiling but a 

stepping stone. As Solama establishes a solid foundation, we intend to increase 

the percentage given back to the community in the future. The journey toward 

financial freedom and community prosperity is a shared one, and Solama is 

dedicated to continually enhancing that journey. 

Community-Centric Profit Distribution: 

Solama's commitment to community empowerment is embedded in our profit 

distribution model. We pledge to share 20% of the profits generated from 

merchandise sales back into the project.  

• HOLDERS WITH WALLETS VALUED AT $100,000 OR MORE WILL RECEIVE 

10% OF THE PROFIT SHARE 

• HOLDERS WITH WALLETS VALUED BETWEEN $99,999 AND $50,000 WILL 

RECEIVE 6% OF THE PROFIT SHARE 

• HOLDERS WITH WALLETS VALUED BETWEEN $49,999 AND $20,000 WILL 

RECEIVE 4% OF THE PROFIT SHARE 

PROFIT SHARES WILL BE SENT TO A COMMUNITY WALLET CONTROLLED AND 

MANAGED BY THE DEV HIMSELF, BADR HOUDOE, WHO WILL BE RESPONSIBLE 
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FOR AIRDROPPING THE PERCENTAGES OF SHARES TO THE RESPECTED WALLETS 

IN EITHER NATIVE TOKEN OR STABLE COIN. AT THIS TIME, THE ONLY WALLETS 

THAT WILL BE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE THESE DIVIDENDS ARE WALLETS THAT ARE 

VIEWED ON THE DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGES SUCH AS RAYDIUM & JUPITER. 

WALLETS ON CENTRALIZED EXCHANGES ARE NOT VIEWABLE AND WILL NOT BE 

ELIGIBLE FOR AIRDROPS. IT IS ADVISED TO MOVE FUNDS TO A DECENTRALIZED 

EXCHANGE TO RECEIVE DIVIDENDS AND THEN MOVE BACK TO WHERE EVER YOU 

LIKE AFTER YOUR DIVIDENDS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED. 

 

DIVIDEND WALLET 

Hzf47vaQtk31hN6MVX5ppcSE4fYvxXBqJLjKcUZbzv9q 

 

DISTRIBUTION OF PERCENTAGES & THE INCREASE OR DECREASE OF THE PLEDGE 

PERCENTAGE IS ALWAYS SUBJECT TO CHANGE FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE PROJECT 

DETERMINED BY THE DISTRIBUTORS OF THE PROFITS. THERE WILL BE A FAIR 

AND A CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF TIME IN NOTIFYING COMMUNITY 

MEMBERS OF ANY CHANGES. 
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MERCH DISCLAIMER 
ALTHOUGH WE ARE OPERATING IN A DECENTRALIZED SPACE, SOME MEMBERS OF 

THE COMMUNITY WANTED TO COMBINE AN ELEMENT OF CENTRALIZATION TO 

THE DECENTRALIZED SPACE. THIS IS A COMMUNITY PROJECT AND A SUB PROJECT 

WITHIN A PROJECT AND ANYONE IN THE COMMUNITY IS FREE TO COME UP WITH 

IDEAS AND CHOOSE TO IMPLEMENT THEM TO PROPEL THE PROJECT FORWARD 

AND ATTEMPT TO INCREASE SCALABILITY.  

THE CENTRALIZATION ASPECT OF THE MERCH IS A LEGALIZED FORMATION OF A 

LEGAL COMPANY USING THE NAME SOLAMA. ANYONE MAY USE THE NAME 

SOLAMA FREELY AND SPREAD BRAND AWARENESS, PROFIT OFF THE NAME, AND 

SHARE IT IF THEY SO CHOOSE TO. WHETHER THEY CHOOSE TO GIVE BACK TO THE 

COMMUNITY IS ENTIRELY UP TO THE SUB PROJECT MAKERS. NEVER INVEST MORE 

THAN WHAT YOU CAN AFFORD AND PLAN ALWAYS THAT THINGS MAY NEVER GO 

ACCORDING TO PLAN. IN A DECENTRALIZED SPACE, NOTHING IS EVER FINAL AND 

NOTHING IS EVER FOR CERTAIN AND ALWAYS ANYTHING IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE, 

INCLUDING THIS SUB PROJECT.  

 

TO GIVE CONTEXT AND FULL TRANSPARENCY: 

THIS SUB PROJECT WAS SPONSORED AND FUNDED BY THE DEV HIMSELF, BADR 

HOUDOE. ALTHOUGH THE DEV CHOOSES TO REMAIN OPERATIONAL IN A 

DECENTRALIZED FASHION, TWO MEMBERS FROM WITHIN THE COMMUNITY HAVE 

OFFERED TO TAKE INITIATIVE IN THE SUB PROJECT AND CENTRALIZE THEMSELVES 

IN CREATING A PUBLIC COMPANY AS REPRESENTATIVES OF SOLAMA. THIS IS A 

PRIVATELY FORMED COMPANY WITH PROFIT MINDED BUSINESS INDIVIDUALS 

WHO WILL STRIVE TO GROW THE COMPANY AND INCREASE PROFITABILITY IN 

ORDER TO INCREASE THE COMMUNITY DIVIDEND WALLET. TO ENSURE 

TRANSPARENCY, INTEGRITY, AND HONESTY, THERE WILL BE A REPUTABLE 

COMPANY THAT WILL MANAGE THE BOOK KEEPING AND ACCOUNTING OF THE 

COMPANY AND PROFIT AND LOSS REPORTS WILL BE POSTED AND SHARED WITH 

THE COMMUNITY. WE MAY ALSO PROVIDE BANK STATEMENTS AND EXPLAIN TO 
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THE COMMUNITY OUR PLANS & INVESTMENTS AND OTHER THINGS THAT WE 

INTEND TO DO WITH THE MONEY. ALL OF THE MONEY MADE FROM THIS 

COMPANY WILL BE SPENT FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE COMPANY AND THE PROJECT. 

THIS WILL ALSO HELP US PAY FOR ADVERTISING, MODERATOR GROUP CHAT 

WORK, INVESTMENTS INTO OTHER SUB PROJECTS WITHIN THE SOLAMA 

COMMUNITY, AND AMONGST OTHER THINGS. OUR GOAL IS TO HELP PROPEL THE 

PROJECT INTO NEW HEIGHTS AND OUR AIM IS TO BE A LONG-TERM SUB PROJECT 

WITHIN THE SOLAMA ECOSYSTEM. WE SEE SOLAMA NOT JUST AS A MEME COIN, 

BUT COMPARATIVELY SPEAKING, ALSO AS A STOCK THAT EVERYONE OWNS A 

SHARE OF. THE VALUE OF THIS TOKEN CAN ONLY BE DETERMINED BY THE VALUE 

THE COMMUNITY GIVES IT AND WE WANT TO LEAD THE WAY BY ENCOURAGING 

OTHER MEMBERS WITHIN THE COMMUNITY AND FROM OTHER COMMUNITIES 

TO GIVE MORE VALUE TO THEIR PROJECTS IN A CENTRALIZED WAY THAT GIVES 

BACK TO THEIR COMMUNITIES AT LARGE.  

 

IN AN HONEST AND UP MOST STAND-UP WAY, WE TELL YOU THIS NOW, THE 

CREATORS OF THIS SUB PROJECT AND THE INITIATORS OF THE COMPANY HAVE 

THE RIGHT TO REVOKE ANY PLEDGES AND MAY AT ANY TIME CLOSE DOWN THE 

COMPANY AND SIMPLY QUIT IF THEY SO CHOOSE TOO. WE ARE NOT LIABLE FOR 

ANYTHING. INVESTING INTO THIS PROJECT IS YOUR OWN INVESTMENT AT YOUR 

OWN RISK AND NEVER INVEST MORE THAN WHAT YOU CAN AFFORD. WE SAY 

THIS NOW TO COVER OURSELVES FROM ANY LIABILITIES BECAUE HUMAN NATURE 

IS REALLY EMTIONAL WHEN IT COMES TO MONEY AND MATERIAL GOODS. 
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SHILL SQUAD MEMBERS RECOGNITION 

 

Tg : @en_cryptic  

AKA D.J 

 

 

 

Adrian Gabriel 

TG: @kentshark10 

 

 

 

 

Roberto Machado Neto 

TG: @RobertoMNeto 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TG: @andriinike 

Instagram: andrii_nikulcha 

X: andriinikulcha 
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TG:@Brosofllama 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TG:@lumilipaad 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Insta : alexander lincon 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TG@youtwobear 

AKA Lady Ghost 
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RoX the lama dude 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Twitter: @mrstreetrunenr 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TG:@raiderlam 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TG:@Fox_GM04 
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TG:@Sophiyy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mumsi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TG:@DrMohamed2050 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alex 

TG:@aleksandar1990 
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Twitter:@100xCryptoPerls 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TG:@MD_moonnn 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TG:@Queerlik 

 

 

 

 

 

TG:@Richchadd 

TG Call Group: @DrSTONEGEMS 

Twitter:@DrStonegems 
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TG:@adub0_0 

Twitter: @teflon_don_ab 

 

 

 

 

 

TG:@tomoscoop 

Insta: tomoskp 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TG:@Musofa_idris 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sebastian 

AKA SnvkeyX 

TG:@snvkeyx 
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TG:@iitsric0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TG:@iamcryptowolf7 

YOUTUBE: www.youtube.com/@Wearecryptowolves 

Twitter: @iamcryptowolf_ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TG:@inner_circle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NO PICTURE = TG:@mogumogulito 
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A heartfelt recognition to our incredible 

Shill Squad! Your unwavering dedication 

and relentless efforts in organizing shilling 

raids across Telegram, Twitter, and all 

social media platforms have been pivotal 

in elevating our project to new heights. 

Your collaborative spirit, constant 

brainstorming of innovative ideas, and 

tireless commitment have truly set the 

stage for our success. Together, we've not 

just promoted the project; we've created a 

community that resonates with 

enthusiasm and support. Thank you for 

being the driving force behind our growth 

and making a significant impact on our 

journey. Here's to the Shill Squad, the true 

architects of our success! 
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Risks Associated with Meme Coins: A Transparent Disclosure 

Disclaimer: 

Before delving into the potential risks associated with investing in meme coins, it is imperative 

to emphasize that cryptocurrency investments inherently involve substantial risks. The market's 

volatility, regulatory uncertainties, and the speculative nature of meme coins make them 

particularly unpredictable. We strongly advise individuals to invest only what they can afford to 

lose, considering their risk tolerance and financial circumstances. 

 

 Market Volatility: 

The cryptocurrency market is renowned for its price volatility, and meme coins are no 

exception. Prices can experience rapid and unpredictable fluctuations, leading to potential 

financial losses for investors. 

 

Regulatory Uncertainties: 

Meme coins, operating in a rapidly evolving regulatory landscape, are subject to changing legal 

frameworks. Shifts in regulations or government policies can impact the coin's legality, affecting 

its value and market presence. 

 

Lack of Intrinsic Value: 

Meme coins, often rooted in humor and community sentiment, may lack intrinsic value 

compared to traditional investments. Their value is heavily influenced by market perception, 

social media trends, and community engagement. 

 

Community Sentiment: 

The success of a meme coin is intricately tied to community sentiment. Rapid shifts in 

sentiment, influenced by social media or external factors, can lead to sudden and dramatic price 

changes. 

 

Lack of Fundamentals: 
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Meme coins typically lack the underlying fundamentals that traditional investments possess. 

Investors may face challenges in conducting comprehensive due diligence, as these projects may 

prioritize community engagement over conventional financial metrics. 

 

Mitigating Risks: 

In our commitment to transparency, Solama pledges to reduce risks associated with investing in 

meme coins. As a corporation, we vow to maintain transparent and accessible books, providing 

detailed records of profits, losses, expenses, and other financial aspects. This commitment aims 

to build trust among our community and enhance understanding of our financial operations. 

 

Final Disclaimer: 

Investing in meme coins is speculative and involves inherent risks. Solama's dedication to 

transparency is designed to mitigate some of these risks, but it does not eliminate them 

entirely. Investors should carefully assess their risk tolerance and conduct thorough research 

before engaging in any investment activity. 

 

Remember, only invest what you can afford to lose, and engage with Solama responsibly. 
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Conclusion: Solama – More Than a Meme, a Community Movement 

 

In concluding this comprehensive journey through the world of Solama, it's evident that we are 

not just another meme coin but a dynamic force in the cryptocurrency space. Solama 

transcends the traditional boundaries of digital assets, embracing community, transparency, and 

a commitment to financial empowerment. 

Our vision is clear: to lead the meme token revolution and become the cherished mascot of the 

Solana ecosystem. From a visionary founder with a background in kickboxing to a commitment 

to financial freedom, Solama embodies resilience, ambition, and a drive for community 

prosperity. 

Solama's tokenomics, with 676,602,254 tokens strategically allocated, showcases a meticulous 

approach toward scarcity, stability, and decentralization. Through burnt liquidity and a 

renounced contract, we ensure a secure environment for our community to thrive. 

As we step into the world of Solama's merchandise, we invite you to envision a future where 

the brand extends beyond clothing to mugs, phone cases, and even chocolates. Our 

commitment to community empowerment is not just a promise; it's a tangible commitment to 

redistribute 20% of merchandise profits back into the project, benefiting our holders and driving 

innovation. 

We acknowledge the inherent risks associated with meme coins and cryptocurrency 

investments, emphasizing responsible investing. Our transparent approach to bookkeeping aims 

to reduce risks, providing our community with a clear view of profits, losses, and expenses. 

In joining Solama, you're not just investing in a coin; you're becoming part of a vibrant 

community, a movement that laughs, innovates, and thrives together. Solama is more than a 

meme; it's a symbol of resilience, transparency, and the limitless potential of a united 

community. 

Embark on this exciting journey with us, where Solama is not just a token; it's a celebration of 

community, empowerment, and the boundless possibilities that lie ahead. 
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WELCOME 
TO THE 
APPLE 

STOCK OF 
THE CRYPTO 

SPACE 


